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form is not a thing 



FORM  
IS  
NOT  
A  
THING 

Phaeodaria – Ernst Haeckel, Kunstformen der Nature, 1904 



Plato's theory of Forms asserts that non-material 
abstract (but substantial) forms (ideas), and not 
the material world of change known to us 
through sensation, possess the highest and most 
fundamental kind of reality. 

According to Plato, objects that are seen are 
not real, but literally mimic the real Forms. 

Plato’s Thepry of Forms, visualized 

Plato, 428-348 BC 

Plato’s 5-faced Solids and the Elements 

eidos edois = shape	  



http://www.morewords.com/contains/form/ 

True to form 

form is a malleable idea, and a flexible word: 



In architecture, “form” can sometimes be a “four-letter word”… 
The phrase four-letter word refers to a set 
of English-language words written with 
four letters which are considered profane, 
including common popular or slang terms 
for excretory functions, sexual activity 
and genitalia, and (depending on the 
listener/reader) sometimes also certain 
terms relating to Hell and/or damnation 
when used outside their original religious 
context(s), and/or slurs. The "four-letter" 
claim refers to the fact that a large 
number of English "swear words" are 
incidentally four-character monosyllables. 
This euphemism came into use during the 
first half of the twentieth century. 

Form follows function 
Formalism	  

Form generation	  
Meanings of form	  

The Finnish Landscape and the Savoy Vase – Alvar Aalto, 1937 



Siena	  
Procession and gathering – form of space 



 Aalto	  
Functionalism and meaning 



Bird in Space – Constantin Brancusi, 1928 

Formalism	  in art theory	  

is the concept that a work's artistic 
value is entirely determined by its form – 
the way it is made, its purely visual 
aspects, and its medium. Formalism 
emphasizes compositional elements 
such as color, line, shape and texture 
rather than realism, context, and 
content. In visual art, formalism is a 
concept that posits that everything 
necessary to comprehending a work of 
art is contained within the work of art.  



Paul Klee: The Nature of Creation, Works 1914-1940  

Form as system	  



The Function of Form – Farshid Moussavi, 2009 

Form generation	  Systems and aggregations 



John Hejduk, Berlin Sketchbook  – Mask of Medusa,: Works 1947-83 

John Hejduk	  
Form as place - imported and extrapolated 



Meanings of form	  
a process of embedding 



A great building must begin with 
the un-measurable, 

must go through measurable means 
when it is being designed,  

and in the end must be un-measurable. 

Louis Kahn 	  



Louis Kahn on the Thoughtful Making of Spaces: The Dominican Motherhouse and a Modern Culture of Space 



Louis Kahn on the Thoughtful Making of Spaces: The Dominican Motherhouse and a Modern Culture of Space 



Louis Kahn on the Thoughtful Making of Spaces: The Dominican Motherhouse and a Modern Culture of Space 



is a process 
FORM  

Form is not a thing, 

John Hejduk, Wall House 2 (Bye House)  – Mask of Medusa,: Works 1947-83 
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INFORMATIONAL



  



GOLDEN MEAN OF TEMPLE AT ASSUS + CROWN HALLFORMAL



ARCELORMITTAL ORBIT BY ANISH KAPOOR AND CECIL BALMOND INFORMAL



  

Substance
Form

Design
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ACCUSTIC STUDY DIAGRAMS FOR BERLIN PHILHARMONY BY HANS SHAROUNINFORMATIONAL



ACCUSTIC STUDY DIAGRAMS FOR BERLIN PHILHARMONY BY HANS SHAROUNINFORMATIONAL



BERLIN PHILHARMONY BY HANS SHAROUNINFORMATIONAL



BERLIN PHILHARMONY BY HANS SHAROUNINFORMATIONAL
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#19.  Work the metaphor. 
Every object has the capacity to stand for something other 
than what is apparent.  Work on what it stands for.

#40.  Avoid fields.
Jump fences. Disciplinary boundaries and regulatory 
regimes are attempts to control the wilding of creative life. 
They are often understandable efforts to order what are 
manifold, complex, evolutionary processes. Our job is to 
jump the fences and cross the fields.

Selections from the ‘Incomplete Manifesto for Growth’ by Bruce Mau







Still Life with Chair Caning, Picasso



Fountain, Duchamp



Stretto House, Steven Holl



Bejing National Stadium, Herzog and DeMueron US Cellular Field, HOK

nostalgia



Mediateque, Toyo Ito



client centric, programmatic driven 
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client centric, 
programmatic driven 

project design.  
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The compact teller line is lost in 
the over-sized client open space... 
Member service is limited by two 
choices: teller line and branch 
o�ces.   

BTCU Coloma Branch Analysis
133 Badt Drive, Coloma, Michigan 49038

THE OPEN SPACE IS OVER 
SIZED AND CREATES THE  
default hierarchy that is the current BTCU Branch concept. As 
depicted below in the graphic, this open space is the focal 
point of the Program by Area. The two functions that service 
the members are positioned o� open space. However, there 
are ancillary spaces linked to this main open area that are 
unclear to the client on permission - such as the board room.

There are two areas of member service: the teller line-up and 
the o�ces. It is likely that members approach the tellers at 
their initial check-in at the branch o�ce for service and if 
required proceed to the o�ces for private assistance. 

This branch o�ce concept takes a very passive approach to 
the member service concept.

THE STARTING BLOCK IS 
A COMPLEX MASSING,  
representative of the interior spaces. This massing creates 
many planar changes in the building envelope, increasing 
construction and ultimately maintenance costs. 

This massing does not represent any particular Brand idea or 
identity concepts. However, this massing is easily understood 
and received well by members and sta�. 

The interior is open and airy, full of natural light. The material 
selections are uncomplicated, and conservative in taste, well 
aligned with the BTCU membership. 

THIS COMPLEX MASSING 
IS THE “BIG” MOVE, 
resulting in the primary space feeling too large without 
purpose. This may evoke a commercial feeling, lacking a 
personal “membership connection.” This large open space 
also creates confusion for approaching members for services 
other than the teller line. 

This large spatial volume creates higher operating costs and 
may present some maintenance issues with the complicated 
planar shifts. 

THIS FUNCTIONAL 
ARRANGEMENT 
produces a conventional financial branch o�ce. This spatial 
concept is founded on a high transactional speed as a means 
of servicing the members. 

Contemporary retail financial environments are moving 
toward relationship-based interior spatial concepts. This 
evolution in the branch banking system of spatial organization 
is closely aligned with current and future financial product 
and service trends. 

Other retail industries have moved in these client relationship 
centric directions faster, with a high reception of method.

CONCLUSION FOR THE 
EXISTING BRANCH 
positions this concept as responding to a classical retail 
financial banking model. 

The demographics researched and documented through the 
informed intuition statement and the market segmentation 
research study indicate that the market is likely to respond 
well with an updated client-centric, product and service-
based retail branch o�ce approach. 
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TELLER 
COUNTER

PROGRAM
by AREA

The simple shift separates the 
cash and oce functions allowing 
visibility and unique waiting areas.      

Concept No. 1 - the Conventional approach
M31, Niles, Michigan 49038

THE SPLIT CLIENT OPEN 
SPACE IS THE CORE OF  
the BTCU Conventional Branch concept. As depicted below in 
the graphic, this is where the emphasis exists. Each member 
service area is connected to this open space.   

Members enter this branch concept into the first client 
waiting area and pass the branch o�ces before entering the 
second client waiting area before the teller counter. This 
arrangement puts the branch emphasis on the Financial 
Services Managers rather than the Tellers. The Teller transac-
tional area is reduced for this purpose as well.  

THE STARTING BLOCK IS 
A RECTANGULAR MASS.  
Working with a rationale building block simplifies the entire 
design and construction process. This rationale building block 
provides many options for initial configurations. 

This straightforward building block also makes no assump-
tions that need to be solved by complicated architectural 
means. 

A SIMPLE SHIFT IN THE 
MASS IS THE “BIG” MOVE. 
The result is a spatial concept that allows the main functions 
to have their own unique space for client waiting and assis-
tance. 

This shift together with the use of transparency creates 
opportunities for views and sight lines throughout the branch 
o�ce intended to increase visual communication and safety. 

A simple shift such as this only adds necessary interior and 
exterior corners - retaining a simplicity of design that is cost 
conscientious and easier to build. 

THE SIMPLE SHIFT CRE-
ATES THE SEPARATION
for the cash and client services portions of the branch. This 
also separates the support space, and the client waiting areas. 

This creates two distinct di�erent product centers in the 
branch o�ce. The managers o�ce is located on the corner of 
the blue region allowing maximum views to all points of the 
branch o�ce including the exterior entrance and the drive 
through. 

THE TELLER WINDOW IS 
DE-EMPHASIZED BY
the reduced size and location within the branch o�ce. The 
result places the hierarchical emphasis on the branch o�ces 
and the FSMs. 

The spatial organization provides opportunities for members 
to interact with FSMs as they enter the branch o�ce and en 
route to the teller transactional counter. 

BRANCH OFFICES THAT 
OFFER VIEWS INTO AND 
out of the branch. This concept allows natural light and views 
to each o�ce increasing security and productivity. 

The branch managers o�ce is placed logically at the interior 
corner of branch for sight lines and access. 
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A functional set of relationships 
that simply make sense, through 
clearly prescribed financial coun-
ters.   

THE MEMBER BAR 
SUPPLEMENTED WITH 
digital imagery comprise the core concept behind the 
Member Bar approach to the BTCU branch o�ce Concept 
No.2. 

This concept uses the a member lounge as a collecting area 
for reading, research and chatting while members watch 
digital cues for next member to be assisted, as well as current 
BTCU media. 

This concept aims to simplify the interior environment by 
serving members at 3 separate product and service areas. 
These areas follow products and services as Cash, Business 
and Personal categories. 

THE STARTING BLOCK IS 
A SIMPLE MASSING,  
with the aim at making a refined Architectural gesture, this 
simple volume proposes subtle materials and uses of light to 
create a new Branded branch o�ce experience. 

This refined straight-forward approach relieves complication 
in the design, coordination and construction process - for the 
yield of a well-crafted project. 

THE SIMPLE MASSING IS 
THE “BIG” MOVE. 
There are no surprises to this concept, it is designed as a 
straight-forward approach for an up-dated retail banking 
concept. 

This approach may also allow for higher finish levels for the 
interiors and exterior construction due to its modular, repeti-
tive proportioning. 

A FUNCTIONAL 
ARRANGEMENT THAT
just makes sense as a retail branch o�ce environment. 

The Member initially sees a Greeter (potentially the Man-
ager) upon entering the branch, is then inputted into the 
system for their que number, or simply directed to the nearest 
Financial Services Manager for assistance. The members que 
number is then displayed above the service bars on various 
LCD screens throughout the branch. This visual system of 
display depicts the current que, along with the FSM that they 
will be meeting, as well as current BTCU marketing and 
identity plans showing products and services. 

THE MEMBER BAR IS A 
FAMILIAR APPROACH 
to the interior branch o�ce environment. This iteration of the 
teller environment decreases the formality of the system by 
removing the line-up as it is fed from the member lounge 
area. 

This member bar can be lowered and adjusted to include 
seating as well. This concept opens the branch visibility up 
and reduces the hierarchy by equalizing the FSM service 
stations.

THE MEMBER BAR IS 
EASILY ADJUSTED TO 
accommodate the various streams of products and services 
o�ered. These di�erent member bar stations will be branded 
with the specific products and services represented. 

A new branch o�ce can be designed with the number of 
member bar stations that apply to the types of demographic 
in the market. 
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Concept No.2 - the Member Bar
M31, Niles, Michigan 49038
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Remove the teller line... Insert a 
client lounge & create flexible 
space for lifestyle derived ser-
vices.   

THE BRANCH PROGRAM 
CENTERS AROUND THE 
lounge as a community-focused area for waiting, chatting, 
and reading. The LifeStyle branch is organized around this 
community space. 

LifeStyle needs and requirements are determined by the 
membership financial needs. These LifeStyle needs can be 
slightly tailored to the individual branch o�ce location as 
necessary and appropriate. This approach focuses on aspects 
of the clients life such as Personal Needs, Homes, Recreation 
& Vacation, Business, Etc. 

SIMPLIFY THE MASSING, 
ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY
when designing the interior and the exterior of the building. 
This also provides a reasonable starting point for the develop-
ment of the site and building plans.

A clear, simple starting point creates a logical reference for 
the design. 

A CENTRAL SHIFT ORGA-
NIZES THE HIERARCHY
for the basic branch layout. This first shift produces the 
entrance and drive through locations. The resulting wings are 
subdivided into smaller equals spatial concepts that suit the 
resulting branch functions. 

This concept begins with an understandable core building 
mass that will translate easily into a rational logical structure. 

A LOGICAL FUNCTIONAL 
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
where the members are greeted by a Financial Services or 
Branch Manager upon entering. The client is placed in a 
digital que and then taken to the client lounge. 

The center of this concept is for the membership. This lounge 
is for reading, chatting, and catching-up on the community 
current events. 

Semi-private open o�ces are divided into lifestyle needs. 
These open o�ces to be used by any Financial Services 
Manager for any client on an as needed basis. 

AT THE CORE CONCEPT  
THE BTCU EMPLOYEE 
becomes a Financial Services Managers or FSMs. Therefore 
all aspects of the Branch O�ce are serviceable by each FSM. 
This system is member-centric. When a member enters the 
branch they are greeted by an FSM and taken through their 
entire particular experience with this employee. 

This idea is enabled to increase the relationship-building and 
service oriented aspects of the branch o�ce. 

Below is the open FSM o�ce that makes up the foundation of 
this concept. Each box contains 2 o�ces, that represents 
each of the LifeStyle alignments.  

THE CASH COUNTER 
COVERS TRADITIONAL
types of member transactional needs. This provides an 
opportunity for a member to be assisted at a counter stand-
ing up. This aspect of the LifeStyle concept is designed with 
the transition for current branch o�ce to new idea. 

The cash counter also has an opportunity for members to sit 
and have longer, relationship-building interactions as well. 
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OPEN OFFICE
CONCEPT

EVOLUTION OF 
CASH SERVICES

PROGRAM
by AREA

Concept No. 3 - the LifeStyle approach
M31, Niles, Michigan 49038
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Remove the teller line... Insert a 
client lounge & create flexible 
space for lifestyle derived ser-
vices.   

THE BRANCH PROGRAM 
CENTERS AROUND THE 
lounge as a community-focused area for waiting, chatting, 
and reading. The LifeStyle branch is organized around this 
community space. 

LifeStyle needs and requirements are determined by the 
membership financial needs. These LifeStyle needs can be 
slightly tailored to the individual branch o�ce location as 
necessary and appropriate. This approach focuses on aspects 
of the clients life such as Personal Needs, Homes, Recreation 
& Vacation, Business, Etc. 

SIMPLIFY THE MASSING, 
ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY
when designing the interior and the exterior of the building. 
This also provides a reasonable starting point for the develop-
ment of the site and building plans.

A clear, simple starting point creates a logical reference for 
the design. 

A CENTRAL SHIFT ORGA-
NIZES THE HIERARCHY
for the basic branch layout. This first shift produces the 
entrance and drive through locations. The resulting wings are 
subdivided into smaller equals spatial concepts that suit the 
resulting branch functions. 

This concept begins with an understandable core building 
mass that will translate easily into a rational logical structure. 

A LOGICAL FUNCTIONAL 
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
where the members are greeted by a Financial Services or 
Branch Manager upon entering. The client is placed in a 
digital que and then taken to the client lounge. 

The center of this concept is for the membership. This lounge 
is for reading, chatting, and catching-up on the community 
current events. 

Semi-private open o�ces are divided into lifestyle needs. 
These open o�ces to be used by any Financial Services 
Manager for any client on an as needed basis. 

AT THE CORE CONCEPT  
THE BTCU EMPLOYEE 
becomes a Financial Services Managers or FSMs. Therefore 
all aspects of the Branch O�ce are serviceable by each FSM. 
This system is member-centric. When a member enters the 
branch they are greeted by an FSM and taken through their 
entire particular experience with this employee. 

This idea is enabled to increase the relationship-building and 
service oriented aspects of the branch o�ce. 

Below is the open FSM o�ce that makes up the foundation of 
this concept. Each box contains 2 o�ces, that represents 
each of the LifeStyle alignments.  

THE CASH COUNTER 
COVERS TRADITIONAL
types of member transactional needs. This provides an 
opportunity for a member to be assisted at a counter stand-
ing up. This aspect of the LifeStyle concept is designed with 
the transition for current branch o�ce to new idea. 

The cash counter also has an opportunity for members to sit 
and have longer, relationship-building interactions as well. 

THE BRANCH PROGRAM 
CENTERS AROUND THE 
lounge as a community-focused area for waiting, chatting, 
and reading. The LifeStyle branch is organized around this 
community space. 

LifeStyle needs and requirements are determined by the 
membership financial needs. These LifeStyle needs can be 
slightly tailored to the individual branch o�ce location as 
necessary and appropriate. This approach focuses on aspects 
of the clients life such as Personal Needs, Homes, Recreation 
& Vacation, Business, Etc. 

SIMPLIFY THE MASSING, 
ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY
when designing the interior and the exterior of the building. 
This also provides a reasonable starting point for the develop-
ment of the site and building plans.

A clear, simple starting point creates a logical reference for 
the design. 

A CENTRAL SHIFT ORGA-
NIZES THE HIERARCHY
for the basic branch layout. This first shift produces the 
entrance and drive through locations. The resulting wings are 
subdivided into smaller equals spatial concepts that suit the 
resulting branch functions. 

This concept begins with an understandable core building 
mass that will translate easily into a rational logical structure. 

A LOGICAL FUNCTIONAL 
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
where the members are greeted by a Financial Services or 
Branch Manager upon entering. The client is placed in a 
digital que and then taken to the client lounge. 

The center of this concept is for the membership. This lounge 
is for reading, chatting, and catching-up on the community 
current events. 

Semi-private open o�ces are divided into lifestyle needs. 
These open o�ces to be used by any Financial Services 
Manager for any client on an as needed basis. 

AT THE CORE CONCEPT  
THE BTCU EMPLOYEE 
becomes a Financial Services Managers or FSMs. Therefore 
all aspects of the Branch O�ce are serviceable by each FSM. 
This system is member-centric. When a member enters the 
branch they are greeted by an FSM and taken through their 
entire particular experience with this employee. 

This idea is enabled to increase the relationship-building and 
service oriented aspects of the branch o�ce. 

Below is the open FSM o�ce that makes up the foundation of 
this concept. Each box contains 2 o�ces, that represents 
each of the LifeStyle alignments.  

THE CASH COUNTER 
COVERS TRADITIONAL
types of member transactional needs. This provides an 
opportunity for a member to be assisted at a counter stand-
ing up. This aspect of the LifeStyle concept is designed with 
the transition for current branch o�ce to new idea. 

The cash counter also has an opportunity for members to sit 
and have longer, relationship-building interactions as well. 
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Concept No. 3 - the LifeStyle approach - revised
M31, Niles, Michigan 49038
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Remove the teller line... Insert a 
client lounge & create flexible 
space for lifestyle derived ser-
vices.   

THE BRANCH PROGRAM 
CENTERS AROUND THE 
lounge as a community-focused area for waiting, chatting, 
and reading. The LifeStyle branch is organized around this 
community space. 

LifeStyle needs and requirements are determined by the 
membership financial needs. These LifeStyle needs can be 
slightly tailored to the individual branch o�ce location as 
necessary and appropriate. This approach focuses on aspects 
of the clients life such as Personal Needs, Homes, Recreation 
& Vacation, Business, Etc. 

SIMPLIFY THE MASSING, 
ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY
when designing the interior and the exterior of the building. 
This also provides a reasonable starting point for the develop-
ment of the site and building plans.

A clear, simple starting point creates a logical reference for 
the design. 

A CENTRAL SHIFT ORGA-
NIZES THE HIERARCHY
for the basic branch layout. This first shift produces the 
entrance and drive through locations. The resulting wings are 
subdivided into smaller equals spatial concepts that suit the 
resulting branch functions. 

This concept begins with an understandable core building 
mass that will translate easily into a rational logical structure. 

A LOGICAL FUNCTIONAL 
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
where the members are greeted by a Financial Services or 
Branch Manager upon entering. The client is placed in a 
digital que and then taken to the client lounge. 

The center of this concept is for the membership. This lounge 
is for reading, chatting, and catching-up on the community 
current events. 

Semi-private open o�ces are divided into lifestyle needs. 
These open o�ces to be used by any Financial Services 
Manager for any client on an as needed basis. 

AT THE CORE CONCEPT  
THE BTCU EMPLOYEE 
becomes a Financial Services Managers or FSMs. Therefore 
all aspects of the Branch O�ce are serviceable by each FSM. 
This system is member-centric. When a member enters the 
branch they are greeted by an FSM and taken through their 
entire particular experience with this employee. 

This idea is enabled to increase the relationship-building and 
service oriented aspects of the branch o�ce. 

Below is the open FSM o�ce that makes up the foundation of 
this concept. Each box contains 2 o�ces, that represents 
each of the LifeStyle alignments.  

THE CASH COUNTER 
COVERS TRADITIONAL
types of member transactional needs. This provides an 
opportunity for a member to be assisted at a counter stand-
ing up. This aspect of the LifeStyle concept is designed with 
the transition for current branch o�ce to new idea. 

The cash counter also has an opportunity for members to sit 
and have longer, relationship-building interactions as well. 

THE BRANCH PROGRAM 
CENTERS AROUND THE 
lounge as a community-focused area for waiting, chatting, 
and reading. The LifeStyle branch is organized around this 
community space. 

LifeStyle needs and requirements are determined by the 
membership financial needs. These LifeStyle needs can be 
slightly tailored to the individual branch o�ce location as 
necessary and appropriate. This approach focuses on aspects 
of the clients life such as Personal Needs, Homes, Recreation 
& Vacation, Business, Etc. 

SIMPLIFY THE MASSING, 
ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY
when designing the interior and the exterior of the building. 
This also provides a reasonable starting point for the develop-
ment of the site and building plans.

A clear, simple starting point creates a logical reference for 
the design. 

A CENTRAL SHIFT ORGA-
NIZES THE HIERARCHY
for the basic branch layout. This first shift produces the 
entrance and drive through locations. The resulting wings are 
subdivided into smaller equals spatial concepts that suit the 
resulting branch functions. 

This concept begins with an understandable core building 
mass that will translate easily into a rational logical structure. 

A LOGICAL FUNCTIONAL 
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
where the members are greeted by a Financial Services or 
Branch Manager upon entering. The client is placed in a 
digital que and then taken to the client lounge. 

The center of this concept is for the membership. This lounge 
is for reading, chatting, and catching-up on the community 
current events. 

Semi-private open o�ces are divided into lifestyle needs. 
These open o�ces to be used by any Financial Services 
Manager for any client on an as needed basis. 

AT THE CORE CONCEPT  
THE BTCU EMPLOYEE 
becomes a Financial Services Managers or FSMs. Therefore 
all aspects of the Branch O�ce are serviceable by each FSM. 
This system is member-centric. When a member enters the 
branch they are greeted by an FSM and taken through their 
entire particular experience with this employee. 

This idea is enabled to increase the relationship-building and 
service oriented aspects of the branch o�ce. 

Below is the open FSM o�ce that makes up the foundation of 
this concept. Each box contains 2 o�ces, that represents 
each of the LifeStyle alignments.  

THE CASH COUNTER 
COVERS TRADITIONAL
types of member transactional needs. This provides an 
opportunity for a member to be assisted at a counter stand-
ing up. This aspect of the LifeStyle concept is designed with 
the transition for current branch o�ce to new idea. 

The cash counter also has an opportunity for members to sit 
and have longer, relationship-building interactions as well. 
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OPTION

Remove the teller line... Insert a 
client lounge & create flexible 
space for lifestyle derived ser-
vices.   

THE BRANCH PROGRAM 
CENTERS AROUND THE 
lounge as a community-focused area for waiting, chatting, 
and reading. The LifeStyle branch is organized around this 
community space. 

LifeStyle needs and requirements are determined by the 
membership financial needs. These LifeStyle needs can be 
slightly tailored to the individual branch o�ce location as 
necessary and appropriate. This approach focuses on aspects 
of the clients life such as Personal Needs, Homes, Recreation 
& Vacation, Business, Etc. 

SIMPLIFY THE MASSING, 
ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY
when designing the interior and the exterior of the building. 
This also provides a reasonable starting point for the develop-
ment of the site and building plans.

A clear, simple starting point creates a logical reference for 
the design. 

A CENTRAL SHIFT ORGA-
NIZES THE HIERARCHY
for the basic branch layout. This first shift produces the 
entrance and drive through locations. The resulting wings are 
subdivided into smaller equals spatial concepts that suit the 
resulting branch functions. 

This concept begins with an understandable core building 
mass that will translate easily into a rational logical structure. 

A LOGICAL FUNCTIONAL 
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
where the members are greeted by a Financial Services or 
Branch Manager upon entering. The client is placed in a 
digital que and then taken to the client lounge. 

The center of this concept is for the membership. This lounge 
is for reading, chatting, and catching-up on the community 
current events. 

Semi-private open o�ces are divided into lifestyle needs. 
These open o�ces to be used by any Financial Services 
Manager for any client on an as needed basis. 

AT THE CORE CONCEPT  
THE BTCU EMPLOYEE 
becomes a Financial Services Managers or FSMs. Therefore 
all aspects of the Branch O�ce are serviceable by each FSM. 
This system is member-centric. When a member enters the 
branch they are greeted by an FSM and taken through their 
entire particular experience with this employee. 

This idea is enabled to increase the relationship-building and 
service oriented aspects of the branch o�ce. 

Below is the open FSM o�ce that makes up the foundation of 
this concept. Each box contains 2 o�ces, that represents 
each of the LifeStyle alignments.  

THE CASH COUNTER 
COVERS TRADITIONAL
types of member transactional needs. This provides an 
opportunity for a member to be assisted at a counter stand-
ing up. This aspect of the LifeStyle concept is designed with 
the transition for current branch o�ce to new idea. 

The cash counter also has an opportunity for members to sit 
and have longer, relationship-building interactions as well. 

THE BRANCH PROGRAM 
CENTERS AROUND THE 
lounge as a community-focused area for waiting, chatting, 
and reading. The LifeStyle branch is organized around this 
community space. 

LifeStyle needs and requirements are determined by the 
membership financial needs. These LifeStyle needs can be 
slightly tailored to the individual branch o�ce location as 
necessary and appropriate. This approach focuses on aspects 
of the clients life such as Personal Needs, Homes, Recreation 
& Vacation, Business, Etc. 

SIMPLIFY THE MASSING, 
ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY
when designing the interior and the exterior of the building. 
This also provides a reasonable starting point for the develop-
ment of the site and building plans.

A clear, simple starting point creates a logical reference for 
the design. 

A CENTRAL SHIFT ORGA-
NIZES THE HIERARCHY
for the basic branch layout. This first shift produces the 
entrance and drive through locations. The resulting wings are 
subdivided into smaller equals spatial concepts that suit the 
resulting branch functions. 

This concept begins with an understandable core building 
mass that will translate easily into a rational logical structure. 

A LOGICAL FUNCTIONAL 
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
where the members are greeted by a Financial Services or 
Branch Manager upon entering. The client is placed in a 
digital que and then taken to the client lounge. 

The center of this concept is for the membership. This lounge 
is for reading, chatting, and catching-up on the community 
current events. 

Semi-private open o�ces are divided into lifestyle needs. 
These open o�ces to be used by any Financial Services 
Manager for any client on an as needed basis. 

AT THE CORE CONCEPT  
THE BTCU EMPLOYEE 
becomes a Financial Services Managers or FSMs. Therefore 
all aspects of the Branch O�ce are serviceable by each FSM. 
This system is member-centric. When a member enters the 
branch they are greeted by an FSM and taken through their 
entire particular experience with this employee. 

This idea is enabled to increase the relationship-building and 
service oriented aspects of the branch o�ce. 

Below is the open FSM o�ce that makes up the foundation of 
this concept. Each box contains 2 o�ces, that represents 
each of the LifeStyle alignments.  

THE CASH COUNTER 
COVERS TRADITIONAL
types of member transactional needs. This provides an 
opportunity for a member to be assisted at a counter stand-
ing up. This aspect of the LifeStyle concept is designed with 
the transition for current branch o�ce to new idea. 

The cash counter also has an opportunity for members to sit 
and have longer, relationship-building interactions as well. 
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MEMBER AREASSTAFF AREAS

ENTRANCE, 7%
MBR BATH, 2.5%

COMMUNITY, 11.5%

OFFICE, 9%

MBR MEETING, 25%

WORK RM, 9.5%

CASH, 12%

MBR LOUNGE, 8.5%

SUPPORT, 15%

Replace the teller line with pods... 
Insert a client lounge & create flex-
ible space for member meetings & 
services.   

THE CLIENT BECOMES THE 
BRANCH CENTER   
with the lounge as a community-focused area for waiting, 
chatting, and reading. The LifeStyle branch is organized around 
this community space. 

LifeStyle needs and requirements are determined by the 
membership financial needs. These LifeStyle needs can be 
slightly tailored to the individual branch o�ce location as 
necessary and appropriate. This approach focuses on aspects 
of the clients life such as Personal Needs, Real Estate, Recre-
ation & Vacation, Business, Etc. 

SIMPLIFY THE MASSING, 
ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY
when designing the interior and the exterior of the building. This 
also provides a reasonable starting point for the development of 
the site and building plans.

A clear, simple starting point creates a logical reference for the 
design. 

A CENTRAL SHIFT ORGA-
NIZES THE HIERARCHY
for the basic branch layout. This first shift produces the 
entrance and drive through locations. The resulting wings are 
subdivided into smaller equals spatial concepts that suit the 
resulting branch functions. 

This concept begins with an understandable core building mass 
that will translate easily into a rational logical structure. 

A LOGICAL FUNCTIONAL 
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
where the members are greeted by a Financial Services or 
Branch Manager upon entering. The client is placed in a digital 
que and then taken to the client lounge. 

The center of this concept is for the membership. This lounge is 
for reading, chatting, and catching-up on the community 
current events. 

Semi-private open o�ces are divided into lifestyle needs. These 
open o�ces to be used by any Financial Services Manager for 
any client on an as needed basis. 

USE THE BTCU EMPLOYEE 
AS THE CORE CONCEPT.  
Each and every employee is a Financial Services Manager. 
Therefore all aspects of the Branch O�ce are serviceable by 
each FSM. This system is member-centric. When a member 
enters the branch they are greeted by an FSM and taken 
through their entire particular experience with this employee. 

This idea is enabled to increase the relationship-building and 
service oriented aspects of the branch o�ce. 

Below is the open FSM o�ce that makes up the foundation of 
this concept. Each box contains 2 o�ces, that represents each 
of the LifeStyle alignments.  

THE CASH COUNTER 
COVERS TRADITIONAL
types of member transactional needs. This provides an oppor-
tunity for members to be assisted at a stand-up counter 
situation. This aspect of the LifeStyle concept is designed with 
the transition for the current branch o�ce into the LifeStyle 
Retail Financial idea. 

The cash counter also has an opportunity for members to sit 
and have longer, relationship-building interactions as well. 

BRICK HAS BEEN CHOSEN 
AS ONE OF THE PRIMARY 
materials used at the corners of the building. They are to be 
dark brown-black brick. This color of brick has been envisioned 
to separate BTCU from the competing market financial 
branches. 

Brick is a common material which is complimentary with the 
conservative BTCU philosophy and Brand. The brick corners 
have been designed to anchor the building on this site giving a 
sense of structure and stability. 

THIS GLASS IS AS TRANS-
PARENT AS BTCU. 
This BTCU branch concept uses curtain wall glass for the entry 
point, clerestory, and wall mid-sections where the member 
meeting rooms exist. 

This glass has been envisioned as clear, reinforcing the trans-
parent business practices that BTCU has with the members. 
This has also been designed as a clear, contemporary aesthetic 
that is timeless. 

THE ROOF UPPER ROOF 
WITH ITS SLIGHT CURVE 
connects this concept to the Coloma and Berrien Springs 
branch o�ces. 

This BTCU branch concept has an upper and lower roof system. 
The lower roof is a flat concept using a single high-performing 
membrane, draining to the perimeter of the building through 
small discrete scuppers at each corner.

The upper roof is also a high-performing single membrane that 
has been designed to curve at the entrance and at the drive 
through so as to embrace the members upon entrance to the 
branch.   

SIGNAGE OPPORTUNITIES 
EXIST IN 8 LOCATIONS ON 
the brick corners as well as on the curtain wall at the entrance 
and the drive-through walls, depending on current and future 
site locations. 

This new BTCU branch concept has been designed with 
maximum v for future roll-out at small, medium, and large 
versions.  

STARTING BLOCK BLOCK SHIFT PROGRAM ARRANGEMENT ENTRY PERSPECTIVE FROM BELOWPROGRAM BY AREA

BTCU LIFESTYLE BRANCH CONCEPT: NILES SOUTH
2018 South 11th Street, Niles, Michigan 49120
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form follows performance 



FORM FOLLOWS PERFORMANCE



form facilitates performance

Buildings designed in response to their environments make the 

best latent value of their site and generate natural, environmentally-

friendly energy. This approach, which takes into consideration 

building orientation, daylighting, generation of wind power, solar 

absorption, and a site’s geothermal properties, represents a 

fundamental change in the design process.
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design concepts

oasis wind tower





design concepts

urban scale new ground plane
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shading ventilation



PHYSICAL MODEL: LIGHTING CONDITION AROUND CONE



Aerotropism









LISTENING IN...

We want this to be a place that ...

“Fosters collaboration ...”

“Is a home away from home for students ...”

“Breaks down the silos ...”

“Is flexible to allow for growth and change ...”

“Is a new global hub for Kellogg ...”

“Is efficient and cost effective ...”

“Takes full advantage of its location on the lakefront ...”

“Increases the culture capital of Chicago ...”

“Is iconic and creates a new identity for Kellogg ...”

“Allows for face-to-face moments of interaction ...”

“Is comfortable and a 24/7 environment ...”

“Allows for visual connections between members of the 

community ...” 

“Increases the visibility + standing of Kellogg ...”

“Convenes conversations that matter ...”

“Is edgy ...”

“Is open and fluid ...”

“Breaks boundaries ...”

“Centralizes research ...”

“Is inviting for faculty to work in ...”

“Promotes development of the next teaching innovation ...”

“Is inspiring, filled with light, places to draw, be creative ...”

“Is sustainable and high performance ...”

“Has stunning views of downtown Chicago, 

the lakefront and the Northwestern campus ...”

“Moves out of the envelope ...”

“Is not an ivory tower ...”

“Is durable and will last for generations ...”

“Creates a new legacy for Kellogg ...”



EXPLORING IDEAS...

Learning

Faculty
Study Areas
Common Areas

The challenge of the project from a programmatic 

and site standpoint is to maintain compression 

and collaborative space while increasing exterior 

perimeter to foster views and to admit natural 

light. From an efficiency standpoint, the central 

square diagram is good both in plan and in 

section. It is modular, it is flexible, it is accessible.



ESTABLISHINGAVISION: GET OUT OF THE BOX.
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CAMPUS GROWTH

CAMPUS

LAGOON PROMENADE
+

CITY OF EVANSTON

ALLEN CENTER

5POINTSOFTRANSPARENCY UNIVERSITY+EVANSTONCONTEXT PUBLICSPACE

CAMPUS GROWTH

CAMPUS

LAGOON PROMENADE
+

CITY OF EVANSTON

ALLEN CENTER

A NEWPUBLIC REALM
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A NEW PUBLIC SQUARE

Anagoraisahistoriccenterofcommerceandimportant
dialogue.Thebuilding’sdesignreflectsthespiritofthis

historicplace,astheatriumbecomesa“publicsquare”
andsupportingspacesbecomehubsofactivity.This

presentsopportunitiesforboththeuniversitycampus

andthecommunitytohostarangeofinformal formal

andpublicgatherings.

LAGOON
LAKEFRONT

AGORA

ALLEN CENTER

PARK

PLAZA
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PARKING /
LOADING

FACULTY

OFFICESCOMMON

AREAS

STUDENT
SERVICES

SHAR R RE ED

STUDUDENT
SUP PPORT

BUILDING G

SUPPORT

INFOR RMATION

SERV VICES

LEARNING

OFFICE OF

THE DEAN

“connectivetissue”thatconnectsprogramareasandfunctionsasa

gatheringspaceforconvening“conversationsthatmatter.”

Classroomsareorganizedonthefirstthreefloors,facilitatingease

ofaccessforstudentsandaccessibilitytotheatriumspace,and

creatingopportunitiesforstudentstochatormeetinformally

betweenclasses.Classroomstakeadvantageofnaturallight

andviews,andaremodular,withflatfloors,tofacilitateflexibility.

Theconceptoftheclassroomisalsointroducedintothepublic

circulationsystem,sothatclassroomscanbeexpandedand

transformedtoembracepubliccirculationspace.Thebuilding’s

griddedstructureallowsforfutureclassroomexpansion,ifneeded.

Thegroundfloorisaccessibleandopentothefivepointsof

transparency,withoutcompromisetosecurity.Atthegroundlevel,

thecollaborativepublicsquareallowsallvisitorsandstudentsto

beeasilyorientedtoallprogramelementsandspacesthroughout

thebuilding.Studentamenitiesandsupportspacesareorganized

throughoutthebuildingtopromoteinteractionwithfaculty.

Thedesignintroducestheideaofadonor’sroom,adjacenttothe

fifthfloorterrace.Thisspacecanbeutilizedbytheschoolorthe

university,forformalevents.Thisandtheatriumspacecanalsobe

programmedforcommunityuseasapotentialsourceforrevenue

generation.

BUILDINGPROGRAM

Ourprogrammingapproachembracestheideaofoverlap,

flexibilityandmodularsystemsascentralplanningstrategies.This

overlapallowsforspacestohavemultiplefunctions,encouraging

theblurringofboundariesbetweenprogramspacestocreatea

fluid,efficientandflexibleenvironment.Asaresult,nospaceinthe

buildingistrulysingle-use.Circulationspacebecomesinsteada
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INTEGRATED PV INTO SKYLIGHT

SOLAR HOT WATER PANELS

FOR SERVICE HOT WATER

UNDERFLOOR AIR

DISTRIBUTION

SHOWERS AND LOCKERS

FOR CYCLISTS

HIGH PERFORMANCE

MEP SYSTEMS

DAYLIGHT HARVESTING

SOLAR RESPONSIVE SHADING SYSTEMS

LOW FLOW

PLUMBING

FIXTURES

STORMWATER COLLECTION AND REUSE

“MIXED MODE” VENTILATION OF ATRIIUM SPACERADIANT HEATING AND COOLING

LOCALIZED MICROCLIMATE CONTROL

HIGH EFFICIENCY

LIGHTING

SUSTAINABILITY SECTION
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form… as process 



FORM… AS PROCESS 



ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH OFFICE, NY 



R HOUSE 

ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH OFFICE 





R HOUSE 

ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH OFFICE 





FORM… AS SURFACE 



YOKAHAMA PORT TERMINAL 

FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS 



OSLO OPERA HOUSE 

SNOHETTA 

SANTA CATERINA MARKET 

MIRALLES TAGLISBUE 



FORM… AS OBJECT 

LIWAN BAYRUT 

KHOURY LEVIT FONG 



LIWAN BAYRUT 

KHOURY LEVIT FONG 



CCTV 

OFFICE OR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE 
MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART 

FARSHID MOUSSAVI 



FORM… AS SURFACE AND OBJECT? 

CHAPEL IN VILLEACERON 

S.M.A.O. 



CHAPEL IN VILLEACERON 

S.M.A.O. 
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//lets be Frank about Form

frank gehry, OH - “original hipster” | official member of the hipster brigade



//lets be Frank about Form

the beginning of the end



//lets be Frank about Form

Coop Himmelblau, Lebbeus Woods, Zaha Hadid



de-contexutalizing southern california

//lets be Frank about Form



//lets be Frank about Form

inside out



Wiesman Museum, Analysis by archidialog.com

//lets be Frank about Form



//lets be Frank about Form

better with age?



//lets be Frank about Form

the space of art
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//lets be Frank about Form

when you’re on the Simpson, we’ll talk



//lets be Frank about Form



Wiesman | Bilbao - masking the beauty

//lets be Frank about Form



leftover space

//lets be Frank about Form



//lets be Frank about Form

fantastic space



//lets be Frank about Form

designing space



//lets be Frank about Form

Melanie Pullen, High Fashion Crime Scenesitu in situ



//lets be Frank about Form

Housing in Prague



//lets be Frank about Form

Metaphoric Objectives, Deutsche Bank, Experience Music Project



//lets be Frank about Form

Sushi Restaurant | Barcelona Fish
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//lets be Frank about Form

experiencing structure



//lets be Frank about Form

Inside Pritzker Pavilion



//lets be Frank about Form

Peter Cook, Walking Cities, Kunsthaus Graz



//lets be Frank about Form

barcelona olympic fish cad circa 1992



//lets be Frank about Form

Rhino before Rhino was cool
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//lets be Frank about Form

digital/physical iteration
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//lets be Frank about Form

Mies - Seagrams, Crown, National Gallery, DesMoines, Bacardi, and a gas station in Canada
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